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SUMMARY 
 

Part 1 – The scope of persons subject to the recommendation (VASP) is excessively wide               
considering the nature and the extent of the risks of money laundering and the limited state of                 
development of the ecosystem. 

Part 2 – On article 7. (b) of the consultation, we consider that:  

- lowering of the threshold for occasional transactions is not appropriate; 

- obligations regarding the wire transfer of virtual assets are too wide and inconsistent with              
virtual assets use cases. 

Part 3 – We call on FATF to be cautious in its willingness to subject all operations – whereas                   
only the bridges between “real economy” (i.e transactions in fiat) and virtual assets are risky –                
and all actors while: 

- there is no reliable data yet on money laundering involving virtual assets service provider              
(exchange “crypto to fiat” excluded); 

- KYC/AML requirements raise issues regarding economic freedom (barriers to market          
entry) and the privacy. 

 
 

PROPOSALS 
 
 

1 – Reduce the scope of KYC/AML requirements to the VASP, i) only or, at least, implement                
a requirements’ gradation;  
 
2 – Propose, for others VASPs, guidelines and best practices in order to foresee a future               
subjection, according to the evolution of the market, uses and technologies; 
 
3 – In addition to the current penalty approach, implement close support for players, and              
especially startups; 
 
4 – Keep the normal threshold of 15,000 €/$ until more reliable data and operational              
experience are available;  
 
5 – Promote and centralize data on money laundering involving virtual assets, focusing on             
transparent methods; 
 
6 – Not to extend the paragraph 7 (b) to VASPs (service i. excluded) in the absence of a                  
clear and relevant scope for the obligation of collecting data related to “wire transfer”              
involving virtual assets. 
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01 – Introduction – The Financial Action Task Force (FATF), an intergovernmental body             
mandated to provide binding recommendations to prevent money laundering and terrorist           
financing, has amended last October its Recommendation n°15 to virtual assets, by            
including the Virtual Assets Service Provider (VASP) . 1

 
02 – The drafting of an interpretation note of this recommendation (INR n°15) is ongoing. In                
this context, the paragraph 7, (b) of this INR is subject to public consultation :  2

 
“7. With respect to preventive measures, the requirements set out in Recommendations 10 to              
21 apply to VASPs, subject to the following qualifications: 
 
(a) R.10 – The occasional transactions designated threshold above which VASPs are            
required to conduct CDD is USD/EUR 1 000. 
 
(b) R.16 – Countries should ensure that originating VASPs obtain and hold required and              
accurate originator information and required beneficiary information on virtual asset transfers,           
submit the above information to beneficiary VASPs and counterparts (if any), and make it              
available on request to appropriate authorities. It is not necessary for this information to be               
attached directly to virtual asset transfers. Countries should ensure that beneficiary VASPs            
obtain and hold required originator information and required and accurate beneficiary           
information on virtual asset transfers, and make it available on request to appropriate             
authorities. Other requirements of R.16 (including monitoring of the availability of information,            
and taking freezing action and prohibiting transactions with designated persons and entities)            
apply on the same basis as set out in R.16.” 

 
 
03 – Preliminary remark – La Chaintech welcomes the proposal to carry out public              
consultations addressed to the private sector in order to avoid a theoretical debate among              
experts since we consider that this technology is going to update the way we fight money                
laundering.  
 
04 – Today, KYC/AML requirements target intermediaries while blockchain allows anyone to            
issue and manage digital value (i.e. ICOs, Decentralized Finance , etc.). This contrast            3

requires, in our opinion, a more intensive dialogue between institutions as FATF and the              
private sector working in the field.  
 
 

* * * 
 

1 FATF, Regulation of virtual assets, Paris, France, 19 October 2018.  
2 FATF, Public Statement – Mitigating Risks from Virtual Assets, Paris, France, 22 February 2019. 
3 i.e. Bloqboard, Digital Asset Lending via Open Protocols 2018, 4 February 2019. 
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1. The extensive scope of Virtual Assets Services Provider (VASP)         
subjected to KYC/AML 

 
05 – First of all, the definition of virtual assets (VA) is, in our view, not precise enough and                   
could address object which do not present any particular money laundering risks.  
 
06 – The FATF Glossary defines Virtual Asset as “a digital representation of value that can                
be digitally traded, or transferred, and can be used for payment or investment purposes.              
Virtual assets do not include digital representations of fiat currencies, securities and other             
financial assets that are already covered elsewhere in the FATF Recommendations” . 4

 
 
07 – The VA definition – The unclear and negative definition of VA ("which is not X or Y" or                    
"that can be digitally traded”) does not provide appropriate legal certainty in the context of               
binding regulation such as AML one. 
 
08 – We assume that this definition is intended to apply especially to cryptocurrencies              
(Bitcoin, Ether, etc.) and to utility tokens that have been issued through an Initial Coin               
Offerings. Nevertheless, it does not prevent the inclusion of any intangible property issued or              
managed through a blockchain. In other word, natural or legal persons who choose to issue               
either artworks (or video game items, etc.) as a non-fungible tokens (NFTs) through a              
blockchain could be subject to preventive AML obligations despite the lack of risk. 
 
09 – This definition does not seem relevant to us insofar as it does not provide any                 
discriminatory criteria: everything is valuable, everything can be transferred,         
everything can be used to pay.  
 
 
10 – Virtual Assets Service Provider – Concerning Virtual Assets Services Provider, the             
FATF Glossary provides the following definition: “any natural or legal person who is not              
covered elsewhere under the Recommendations, and as a business conducts one or more             
of the following activities or operations for or on behalf of another natural or legal person: i.                 
exchange between virtual assets and fiat currencies; ii. exchange between one or more             
forms of virtual assets; iii. transfer* of virtual assets; iv. safekeeping and/or administration of              
virtual assets or instruments enabling control over virtual assets; v. participation in and             
provision of financial services related to an issuer’s offer and/or sale of a virtual asset . *In                5

this context of virtual assets, transfer means to conduct a transaction on behalf of another               
natural or legal person that moves a virtual asset from one virtual asset address or account                
to another.” 

4 FATF, Glossary of the FATF Recommendations, 2012.  
5 Ibid.  
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1.1. A scope too wide... 
 
11 – The Recommandations’ scope – The FATF Recommendations allow the subjection of             
every VASP. This position is challenging as it may include services that are not subject to                
money laundering activities.  
 
12 – Service i. – Crypto to fiat services – We observe that the purpose of money                 
laundering, at this stage of the virtual assets ecosystem's development, is to exchange             
virtual assets from illegal sources (i.e. ransomware, hacking, etc.) into clean funds on the «               
real economy » (i.e. cash, real estate, bank account, etc.) .  6

 
13 – While a multiplication of crypto to crypto transactions may mask the origin of funds,                
these intercalated transactions do not present any particular risks as long as crypto to fiat               
exchange platforms are subject to the AML/KYC same rules. Thus, at the end of the chain,                
individuals will have to submit to KYC in order to be able to enjoy illicit funds. 
 
14 – Moreover, virtual assets – unlike real economy funds – do not allow criminal to sustain                 
a normal economic activity: buying a building, shopping, investment in a company, etc.  
 
15 – For this reason, we believe that only crypto to fiat services should be subject to                 
KYC/AML requirements. For other services, we recommend the introduction of          
guidelines and good practices that are suitable measures at this time.  
 
 
16 – Service ii. – Crypto to crypto services – We would like to draw your attention on the                   
scope of the services corresponding to the second services of the VASP definition. We              
assume that this definition is intended to include crypto to crypto trading platforms, such as               
Binance, OKEx or Huobi, within the framework of regulations that effectively involve a             
number of risks for users (fraud, market manipulation, consumer protection, etc.).  
 
17 – While it is understandable that such trading platforms apply financial obligations,             
KYC/AML requirements are irrelevant especially since this category covers very different           
realities : marketplace, game, artwork, etc.  
 
18 – The diversity of tokens and blockchain’s features make it a technology that goes               
beyond the strictly financial sphere. Thus, many services are planning to:  

- sell or exchange tokens used to operate an online service (utility token), outside the              
framework of an ICOs, such as a marketplace, a freelancing platform or hotel room              
rental for instance; 

6 Studies and money laundering cases systematically involve a conversion of virtual assets into fiat: use of fraudulent                  
exchanges such as "e-BTC" or local exchange services (localbitcoins.com), withdrawals through Bitcoin Teller Machines, etc. 
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- offer to acquire non-fungible tokens (NFT), in particular for the purpose of collecting             
(as collectible cards), video games or art . 7

 
19 – However, in view of the wording of the above-mentioned paragraph, these services will               
be subject to the KYC/AML preventive obligations.  
 
20 – In addition, we draw you attention on the case of decentralized exchanges (DEX) that                
allow exchange of a virtual asset among themselves using a fully automated smart contract .              8

In that event, the traceability is ensured by the mechanisms of the blockchain. In other               
words, an Ether linked with a darkmarket address and then exchanged via a smart contract               
(DEX) can be traced by the monitoring services, without preventing KYC/AML due diligence,             
in case of subsequent exchange against fiat.  
 
 
21 – Service iii. – Transfer of virtual assets – The VASP definition includes also the                
“transfer of virtual assets” (iii) that means “in this context of virtual assets, [...] to conduct a                 
transaction on behalf of another natural or legal person that moves a virtual asset from one                
virtual asset address or account to another.” 
 
22 – We raise the same concern as expressed below. Should an e-commerce platform that               
allow its users to transfer their tokens from ebay-like accounts to their wallets be subject to                
all the preventive KYC/AML requirements? In other word, would you expect from an             
e-commerce platform using utility tokens to bear as many compliance obligations as Western             
Union only because its users are able to withdraw tokens? 
 
 
23 – Service iv. – Safekeeping / Instruments enabling control over virtual assets – The              
VASP definition includes the “safekeeping and/or administration of virtual assets or           
instruments enabling control over virtual assets”. 
 
24 – The development and democratization of virtual assets will require professional            
custodians services which have to be subject to binding or optional financial regulation to              
ensure the funds protection. However, the safekeeping of virtual assets does not currently             
raise specific money laundering issues. Indeed, the storage of a virtual asset by a third party                
or by its holder does not have an impact on the effectiveness of KYC/AML procedures at the                 
time of the cash-out: the user will have to prove his identity and the origin of the funds in any                    
case. 
 

7 i.e. CryptoKitties.  
8 Smart contract, that have nothing to do with law or legal contract, can be defined as a decentralized application                    
deployed and executed on a blockchain, and able to interact with it (e. g. escrow of cryptocurrencies, receiving or                   
sending virtual assets). ICOs, DEXs and a game like CryptoKitties are smart contracts. All actions executed on a                  
smart contract are recorded in the blockchain (traceability).  
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25 – Otherwise, subjecting custodians to binding anti-money laundering obligations could           
restrain their development and, incidentally, increase the vulnerability of virtual asset holders            
(who might then store their funds on exchange platforms or by they owns means).  
 
 
1.2 ...which involves undesirable risks 
 
26 – The subjection of the whole virtual asset sector, in a preventive approach, contains               
strong and uncontrolled risks for the market, the rights and freedoms of users and the               
promotion of innovation.  
 
27 – The following risks have been identified for a number of months and are not addressed                 
by the anti-money laundering legislation. 
 
28 – Legal risks – KYC/AML is intended to concern only a limited category of professionals                
and not all actors handling value. Moreover, the subjection of professionals such as real              
estate agents or lawyers has only been possible because of their professionalization            
(diploma, unions, training organizations, etc.), which does not yet exist in the virtual assets              
industry. 
 
29 – Security risks – Extending the scope of KYC/AML to all players in the sector would                 
significantly increase the risk of sensitive personal data leaks, a risk that is far from               
theoretical given recent cases of thefts in connection with ID data . 9

 
30 – Economic risks – Costs involved in KYC/AML compliance will discourage many             
players from launching their projects. Indeed, the virtual assets sector is mostly made up of               
startups whose business models do not allow them to consider a significant investment in              
compliance from the very beginning. The mastery of KYC/AML requirements is a weapon for              
the current players and can result to a sector’ concentration detrimental to competition. 
 
31 – Innovation risks – By restricting competition and erecting barriers to market entry,              
anti-money laundering rules advantage existing players at the detriment of innovation. Faced            
with this risk (and therefore this cost), innovators may abandon the development of their              
projects or move to more lenient destinations.  
 
 

9 Larry Cermak, A darknet vendor is allegedly selling images and data associated with crypto exchange identity verification                  
processes, The Block, March 2019. 
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PROPOSALS 
 
 

Reduce the scope of KYC/AML requirements to the VASP, i) only or, at least,               
implement a requirements’ gradation;  
 

Propose, for others VASPs, guidelines and best practices in order to foresee a              
future subjection, according to the evolution of the market, uses and technologies; 
 

In addition to the current penalty approach, implement close support for players,             
and especially startups.  

 
 

*** 
 
 

2. Chaintech's position on paragraph 7 of INR 15 of FATF  
 
2.1. Paragraphe 7 (a): Threshold for occasional transaction 
 
32 – Threshold for occasional transaction – Paragraph 7(b) of the interpretative note             
submitted for consultation is preceded by Article 7(a), which provides that “occasional            
transactions designated threshold above which VASPs are required to conduct CDD is            
USD/EUR 1 000”. 
 
33 – In other word, the FATF recommends to reduce the threshold above which VASPs will                
have to implement Customer Due Diligences (CDDs), in the event of an occasional             
transaction, from €/$15,000 to €/$1,000 (see R10 of the FATF recommendations). 
 
34 – In the absence of a proven risk of money laundering, we do not understand why FATF                  
recommends such a restrictive threshold. Indeed, as explained above, virtual assets do not             
present the same risks, depending on their characteristics (i.e. utility token v. NFT).  
 
35 – Thus, the transposition of the rules applicable to manual money changers, who handle               
cash, therefore does not seem relevant as it stands. Indeed, such a measure would impose               
significant economic, organizational and technical constraints on VASPs while the sector is            
only emerging. 
 
 
36 – Reliable data on VA/Money laundering – We draw your attention that the studies               
about AML involving virtual assets do not seem to be reliable and are opposing: on the one                 
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hand, some minimize the proportion of dirty money in Bitcoin transactions while authorities             10

such as the UK National Crime Agency consider the risk to be low and, on the other hand,                  11

other authorities and studies consider that the majority of VA (bitcoin at least) are widely               
used for criminal purposes .  12

 
37 – In fact, all studies could be criticized for their methodological choices and for the limited                 
reliable information available to date. In contrast, media exposure is, unsurprisingly,           
unanimous in emphasizing the risks of money laundering related to virtual assets . 13

 
38 – In addition, we fear the "ratchet effect" of this type of requirement. Indeed, once the                 
obligations have been applied, it would be difficult to withdraw them if it turned out that the                 
risk of money laundering to be identified was low or non-existent. 
 
 
2.2. Paragraphe 7 (b): KYC/AML on virtual assets’ wire transfer 
 

39 – KYC/AML requirements on “wire transfers” – Paragraph 7 (b), which is subject to               
consultation by FATF, provides that in the context of wire transfers (R.16): “countries should              
ensure that originating VASPs obtain and hold required and accurate originator information            
and required beneficiary information* on virtual asset transfers, submit the above information            
to beneficiary VASPs and counterparts (if any), and make it available on request to              
appropriate authorities. It is not necessary for this information to be attached directly to              
virtual asset transfers. Countries should ensure that beneficiary VASPs obtain and hold            
required originator information and required and accurate beneficiary information on virtual           
asset transfers, and make it available on request to appropriate authorities. Other            
requirements of R.16 (including monitoring of the availability of information, and taking            
freezing action and prohibiting transactions with designated persons and entities) apply on            
the same basis as set out in R.16 *As defined in INR.16, paragraph 6, or the equivalent                 
information in a virtual asset context.“ 
 

10 Yaya J. Fanusie, Tom Robinson, Bitcoin laundering: an analysis of illicit flows into digital currency services, Elliptic, Center on                    
Sanctions & Illicit Finance, 12 January 2018: “The amount of observed Bitcoin laundering was small (less than one percent of                    
all transactions entering conversion services), but what is most relevant are the clear patterns we discovered relating to how                   
illicit bitcoins are laundered”; Chainanalysis, Crypto Crime Report : hack, darknet and scams, January, 2019. 
11 HM Treasury, National risk assessment of money laundering and terrorist financing 2017, October 2017: “The National Crime                  
Agency has assessed the risk of digital currency use for money laundering to be relatively low”. 
12 S. Foley, J.R. Karlsen, Sex, drugs, and bitcoin: How much illegal activity is financed through cryptocurrencies?, University of                   
Sidney, January 2018: “illegal activity accounts for a substantial proportion of the users and trading activity in bitcoin. For                   
example, approximately one-quarter of all users (25%), close to one-half of bitcoin transactions (44%), approximately one-fifth                
(20%) of the total dollar value of transactions and approximately one-half of bitcoin holdings (51%) are associated with illegal                   
activity”. 
13 Results on google.com for “bitcoin+money+laundering” = 4,4M on Search and + 100K on News, 21 March 2019. 
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40 – In other word, FATF recommends to require that every VASPs in charge of a transfer                 
of VA would collect for every “qualified wire transfer” : “(a) the name of the originator; (b) the                 14

originator account number where such an account is used to process the transaction; (c) the               
originator’s address, or national identity number, or customer identification, or date and place             
of birth; (d) the name of the beneficiary; and (e) the beneficiary account number where such                
an account is used to process the transaction (Interpretative note to R.16)” 
 
41 – Wire transfer and virtual assets – The whole concept of wire transfer doesn't make                
sense in the context of blockchain technologies that are digital by design. Unlike traditional              
payment methods, a transaction involving virtual assets is always a wire transfer.  
 
42 – These requirements make sense depending on the intermediaries involved: whether a             
Bank or a financial institution (e. g. an exchange crypto to fiat) is subject to this type of                  
measure do not seem to be a problem.  
 
43 – However, it seems to us that subjecting other services, such as web browsers, app                
wallets, or webshop/platforms, and require them to collect, transmit and store this data, is              
too restrictive and, in the end, inconsistent with the peer to peer nature of virtual assets.  
 
 

PROPOSALS 
 
 

Keep the normal threshold of 15,000 €/$ until more reliable data and operational              
experience are available;  
 

Promote and centralize data on money laundering involving virtual assets,           
focusing on transparent methods; 
 

Not to extend the paragraph 7 (b) to VASPs (service i. excluded) in the absence                
of a clear and relevant scope for the obligation of collecting data related to “wire               
transfer” involving virtual assets. 

 
 

*** 
 
 
 

14 Every wire transfer except “for the purchase of goods or services ; Financial institution-to-financial institution                
transfers and settlements”. However, “a person-to-person wire transfer” is covered. (INR 16. 4, a) and b).  
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3. A cautious approach for a still emerging sector 
 
44 – A still emerging sector – We support a cautious and progressive approach in the                
subjection of actors of the virtual assets and blockchain sector.  
 
45 – Indeed, it seems important to us to keep in mind that the sector of public blockchains                  
(which include virtual assets) is not only financial but could also concern technological,             
game-based, artistic, community-oriented project. 
 
46 – At this time, the subjection of the entire sector seems disproportionate to us, given its                 
maturity and the prevent money laundering risks.  
 
44 – To this extent, we propose to focus the AML requirements on actors who makes bridge                 
between the traditional economy (in fiat) and the blockchain environment. Indeed, it seems             
to us that services that allow a person to exchange a bitcoin or a token for euros or dollars                   
nowadays concentrate money laundering risks and constitute the right level to start            
regulating this sector.  
 
47 – Moreover, subjecting crypto to crypto services, custodian or transfer services is both              
restrictive and ineffective insofar as this type of activity does not present a proven risk of                
money laundering: any user, regardless of the nature of his virtual assets, must always              
prove the origin of the funds and his identity.  
 
48 – The Chaintech believes that it will always be time to enforce the other services in                 
a binding way once the sector has developed and in the light of practices that have                
emerged.  
 
 
 

*  
*     * 
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